
XCLED

The XCLED has a 120/277VAC input and is designed with a 9.6V 
maintenance free, Ni-Cd battery that provides a minimum emergency 
duration of 90 minutes. Solid-state charger and transfer. The XCLED 
meets UL924, NFPA 101 Life Safety Code, NEC, OSHA, Local and 
State Codes
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The XCLED is features injection-molded, 5VA flame retardant, impact 
resistant, thermoplastic in a white or black finish. Mounting canopy 
included for top or end mount, universal knockout pattern on back 
plate for wall mount, field adjustable chevrons are standard.
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dimensions (in, mm.)

XCLED
12” 8.6”20.3” 4.3” 8”5.25”

304mm 218mm515mm 109mm 203mm133mm

Series A B C D E F

  

ordering logic

XCLED R (red) U   (universal) B (black finish)

G (green) W (white finish)

Series LED Face No. Housing Options

AT  (autotest)

NH (no heads)
HL  (high output LED)

RC  (remote capable)

SW  (special wording)

NOTE 1: 12 LED heads at 1.5W per head.
NOTE 2: Max remote load up to 3.0W.
NOTE 3: Contact factory for special wording

EXAMPLE: XCLED-RU-W
DESCRIPTION: red LED, universal mounting, white finish.
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Technical

The XCLED series comes with a 3-year factory warranty. Deliberate 
damage, misuse, improper installation effectively cancel the warranty.

The XCLED autotest performs monthly, biannual and annual self 
tests to ensure the reliable operation of the unit; confirming that all 
electrical and life safety codes are met.

BATTERY: The XCLED is supplied with a 9.6V long life, maintenance 
free, rechargeable nickel cadmium (Ni-Cd) battery that provides a 
minimum 90 minutes of emergency operation.. Internal solid-state 
transfer switch automatically connects to the internal battery to the 
LED board and LED lamp heads. Fully automatic solid-state, dual-rate 
rate charger provides a complete charge wthin 24 hours. Operating 
temperature 32°F up to 104°F (0°C to 40°C).

The XCLED can be universally mounted. Canopy and mounting 
hardware are included for top or end mount. The XCLED features  
a universal knockout pattern on the back plate for wall mount 
installation.

CIRCUIT: The XCLED features a 120/277 dual input voltage. A LED 
indicator and push to test switch is standard.
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The XCLED comes standard with two fully adjustable, 1W LED 
emergency heads that provide optimal spacing.  Each head features 
8 x 0.125W LEDs.  Optional 1.5W high output emergency heads are 
available, providing increased center to center spacing. 
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